
Apartment Hemingway  - Martinique - Fort de France

From 90.0 € / night - 1 bedroom(s) - 1 bathroom(s)



Galerie photos / Photo gallery



Votre location / Your rental

Immerse yourself in the comfort of this newly built urban apartment with modern design! Ideally nestled in the heart of Fort-
de-France, Martinique, within a prestigious building of mixed post-colonial architecture comprising only four units, this
residence offers an ideal location. Just 20 minutes from the airport, its central position opens the doors to the city's
attractions and shuttles to Trois-Ilets.

Perfect for couples or solo travelers, this urban cocoon of 33m² (on the second floor, no elevator) welcomes you into a fully
air-conditioned space. The bedroom offers a 140 double bed for sweet and restful nights. Need to stay connected or work in
peace? A well-appointed workspace is provided.

The bathroom is equipped with a toilet and a shower for your comfort. The bright and friendly living room invites relaxation
on its sofa, ideal for planning your future getaways. A well-equipped kitchen is at your disposal, including a Nespresso
machine, dishwasher, microwave, among others.

The accommodation also has numerous amenities and services that will contribute to the comfort of your stay:

*Wi-Fi access
*an iron
*board games
*a smoke detector to ensure the safety and comfort of its occupants
*beach equipment, including a mask, snorkel, parasol, hammock, fouta, and a cooler backpack with cold accumulator
*a USB/rj45 adapter for Mac, an HDMI cable, and a Chromecast on request, as well as an rj45 cable for fast wired
connection
*a first aid kit
*a baby cot and a travel cot for families traveling with young children.
*For foreign travelers, a smartphone with a SIM card is provided.
*luggage storage with free secure access
*a laundry room (chargeable)



*a free printing and photocopying system
*a video surveillance system
*an alarm system
*a convenient luggage service

Nearby, you can:

*visit the covered market of Fort de France, just 30m away
*reach the Aimé Césaire Cultural Park in 5 minutes
*walk to the Plage de la Française and the park of La Savane with its restaurants and cafes in 10 minutes
*reach the ferry terminal to go to Pointe du Bout or Trois Ilets (beaches, shops, water activities...) in 10 minutes
*visit the beautiful Schoelcher Library in 8 minutes (a must-see!)
*reach the Atrium theater in less than 15 minutes on foot
*walk to the ferry terminal to depart to other Caribbean islands (Express des Îles) in 20 minutes
*access the bus station in 5 minutes to catch a bus.



Caractéristiques / Features

 33 m2 /  2 traveler(s) /  1 bedroom(s) /  1 bathroom(s)

Equipements / Equipment

 Blender  Kettle  Filter coffee maker  Air conditioner

 Freezer  Smoke detectors  Dedicated workspace  Iron

 Oven  Toaster  Household linen  Washing machine

 Espresso machine  Microwave  Hair dryer  Clothes dryer  Towels  Dining table  TV  Wine glasses  Wifi  Vacuum cleaner  Baby chair  Sound system  Hammock  Crib  Beach towels  Paid parking outside the property



Localisation



Séphora

+596 596 10 60 55
martinique@villaveo.com


